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ABSTRACT
On-demand ride-sharing is rapidly growing due to its bene-
fits of convenience and low price. Matching trip requests to
vehicles efficiently is critical for the service quality. Gener-
ally, an approach that matches requests with vehicles first
identifies those vehicles that could be matched through a
pruning step, and then selects among these the optimal
one(s) in a selection step. The pruning step is crucial to
reduce the complexity of the selection step and to achieve a
highly efficient matching process. In this paper, we propose
an efficient and effective pruning algorithm called GeoPrune.
GeoPrune exploits the geometric properties of the waiting
time constraints and detour time constraints of the trip re-
quests, which can be computed and updated efficiently. Ex-
periments on real-world datasets show that GeoPrune re-
duces the number of potential vehicles by more than a fac-
tor of ten and the update cost by two to three orders of
magnitude compared to state-of-the-art algorithms.
1. INTRODUCTION
Ride-sharing is becoming a ubiquitous transportation means
in people’s daily lives. In August 2018, there were 436,000
Uber rides and 122,000 Lyft rides daily in New York [1].
The growing ride-sharing market brings the need for effi-
cient algorithms to match the large volume of trip requests
to optimal vehicles in real-time.
Matching trip requests to vehicles is commonly referred as
the dynamic ride-sharing matching problem [2],[3]. The goal
of this problem is to assign each trip request to a vehicle such
that a given optimization objective is achieved while satisfy-
ing the service constraints of trip requests (such as the wait-
ing time and detour time). Various optimization objectives
have been proposed in the literature, such as minimizing
the total travel distance of vehicles [2],[4],[3],[5], maximizing
the number of served requests [6],[7], and maximizing the
system profit [8],[9].
To find matches for trip requests, existing algorithms typ-
ically run in two stages: pruning and selection. The prun-
ing stage filters out infeasible vehicles that cannot meet the
service constraints of trip requests, e.g., vehicles that are
too far away. Among the remaining vehicles, the selection
stage selects the optimal vehicles and adds the new trip re-
quest to their routes. The computation time of the selection
step largely depends on the performance of the pruning step
(i.e., the number of remaining vehicles) as it usually requires
exhaustive checks on all remaining vehicles with respect to
the optimization goal. Therefore, the pruning algorithm is
crucial to reduce the complexity of the selection step and
improve the overall efficiency of the matching process.
In this paper, we study how to efficiently prune infeasi-
ble vehicles for fast matching. We focus on finding vehicles
that satisfy the service constraints of trip requests rather
than any particular optimization goal. Thus, our solution
is generic and can be easily integrated into existing selec-
tion algorithms for various optimization goals. We consider
two service constraints of trip requests: a waiting time con-
straint and a detour time constraint, which specify the the
maximum waiting time and the extra travel time allowed
by passengers, respectively. Vehicles violating constraints of
trip requests are infeasible matches and are filtered out in
the pruning stage.
Pruning infeasible vehicles in real-time is challenging in
many aspects. First, ride-sharing is a highly dynamic pro-
cess. New requests are arriving frequently and vehicles are
moving continuously. A pruning algorithm has to not only
effectively prune infeasible vehicles but also quickly update
any information needed for future pruning. Second, the
pruning process needs to consider the constraints of not
only the new trip request but also the trip requests that are
currently being served by the vehicles. Checking all these
constraints poses significant challenges to the algorithm ef-
ficiency.
Existing pruning algorithms usually maintain dynamic in-
dices over the road network. A simple pruning strategy is
to partition the road network space into grid cells and dy-
namically record the located grid cells of all vehicles. Only
vehicles in the nearby grid cells of the trip request source
location need to be examined [3]. Such a strategy, however,
may return many infeasible vehicles in the result as it only
considers the waiting time constraint of the new trip request.
Two approximate algorithms were proposed for faster prun-
ing: Tshare [2] and Xhare [4]. Tshare precomputes pair-
wise distances between grid cells and records the cells on the
route of each vehicle. When a trip request is received, based
on the service constraints, Tshare [2] checks the cells within
a distance threshold and retrieves vehicles passing these cells
in a certain time range. The other method Xhare constructs
clusters over the road network and records reachable clusters
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Figure 1: A reachable area example.
for vehicles considering the detour constraints. When a trip
request is received, Xhare returns all vehicles that can de-
tour to the located cluster of the request source/destination.
Both of the two algorithms may fail to include some possible
vehicles due to factors such as distance estimation. Besides,
their indices may have high memory cost for large networks
and require expensive updates in dynamic scenarios.
To overcome the limitations above, we propose new prun-
ing strategies based on geometric properties of service con-
straints. A key observation is that the detour time con-
straint of a trip request restricts the area a vehicle can reach
when serving this request and such a reachable area can be
bounded by an ellipse. For example, in Figure 1, when the
vehicle is serving r1, it has a limited reachable area bounded
by the ellipse. Suppose that r1 is willing to travel for at most
15 minutes. We compute the ellipse with the source and the
destination of r1 as the two focal points and the length of
the major axis is set to l1 + l2 =15 minutes. While the ve-
hicle serving r1 is on its way to the destination of r1, two
new trip requests r2 and r3, which share the same destina-
tion with r1, are received by the ride-sharing system. The
vehicle can only be a candidate vehicle for r2 but not for
r3, as r3 is outside the ellipse and a detour to pick up r3
will violate the detour constraint of r1. Such ellipses can be
efficiently computed and updated, which is the foundation
of our efficient pruning algorithm.
We propose an efficient geometry-based pruning algorithm
(GeoPrune) for ride-sharing. Our algorithm represents the
service constraints of vehicles and requests using geometric
objects. The regular and closed shape of these objects fur-
ther enables us to index them using efficient data structures
such as R-trees for fast search and update processes. For
every new trip request, we return the pruning results by ap-
plying several point/range queries on these R-trees. Among
the candidates, the optimal one is computed and returned
with a separate selection algorithm for the optimization goal.
Once a trip request is assigned to a vehicle, we insert its
source and destination to the vehicle route. Experimental
results show that GeoPrune can prune most infeasible vehi-
cles, which substantially reduces the computational costs of
the selection stage and improves the overall matching effi-
ciency.
Our main contributions are as follows:
• We propose novel pruning strategies for determining
potential vehicles to serve trip requests. Our prun-
ing strategies are based on geometric properties and
eliminate the need for expensive precomputation and
update cost, which makes them applicable to large net-
works and highly dynamic scenarios.
• Based on the pruning strategies, we propose a prun-
ing algorithm named GeoPrune. GeoPrune can fil-
ter out most infeasible vehicles, which significantly re-
duces the computational costs of the selection stage
and improves the overall matching efficiency.
• A theoretical analysis shows that the running time of
GeoPrune is O(
√|u||C|+ |u||C|log(|u||C|)), where |u|
is the vehicle capacity and |C| is the number of vehi-
cles. GeoPrune takes O(|u| log2(|u||C|)) time to up-
date the states for a newly assigned trip request. Dur-
ing every time slot, GeoPrune takes O(|u| log(|u||C|)+
|C|log2|C|) time to update for moving vehicles.
• Experiments on real datasets show that GeoPrune im-
proves the matching efficiency by reducing the num-
ber of potential vehicles by more than a factor of ten
and reducing the update time by two to three orders
of magnitude compared with the state-of-the-art algo-
rithms.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We first present basic concepts and a problem formulation
for our targeted ride-sharing matching problem.
2.1 Definitions
We consider ride-sharing on a road network that is repre-
sented as a directed graph G = 〈V,E〉, where V is a set of
vertices and E is a set of edges. Each edge e(vi, vj) is as-
sociated with weight w(vi, vj) that indicates the travel cost
(e.g., time or distance) between vertices vi and vj . Similar
to previous related works [10],[5], for simplicity, we assume
that vehicles travel with the same speed on the road net-
work, e.g., the average speed recorded on a real road net-
work. This constant speed allows us to use travel time and
travel distance interchangeable in the rest of the paper. We
also assume that vehicles follow the shortest path sp(vi, vj)
when traveling between vi and vj .
Trip request. A trip request ri = 〈t, s, e, w, , n〉 consists
of six elements: the issue time t, the source location s, the
destination location e, the maximum waiting time w, the
maximum detour ratio  and the number of passengers n. A
set of trip requests is represented as R = {r1, r2, ..., rn}.
For a trip request ri, the issue time ri.t records the time
when the trip request is sent. The maximum waiting time
ri.w and the maximum detour ratio ri. specify the waiting
time constraint and detour time constraint of the trip re-
quest, respectively. The maximum waiting time ri.w limits
the latest pickup time of the request to be ri.lp = ri.t+ri.w.
The maximum detour ratio ri. limits how much detour is al-
lowed once the request is picked up. Together with the max-
imum waiting time, it constraints the latest drop-off time of
the request to be ri.ld = ri.t+ ri.w + sp(s, e)× (1 + ).
Example 2.1. Assume two trip requests r1 = 〈 9:00 am,
s1, e1, 5 min, 0.2, 1〉 and r2 = 〈9:07 am, s2, e2, 5 min, 0.2,
1〉 in Figure 2. Their shortest path time are both 15 min, the
time constraints of r1 and r2 are: r1.lp=9:00 am+5 min=9:05
am, r2.lp=9:07 am+5 min=9:12 am, r1.ld=9:05 am+15 min×
1.2=9:23 am, r2.ld=9:12 am+15 min×1.2=9:30 am.
Vehicle. A vehicle ci is represented as ci = 〈l, S, u〉,
where l denotes the location of the vehicle, S represents
the trip schedule of the vehicle (which will be detailed in
the next subsection), and u is the vehicle capacity. We use
C = {c1, c2, ..., cn} to denote a set of vehicles.
We track the occupancy status of the vehicles, which is
updated at every system time point. A vehicle is empty if
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Table 1: Frequently Used Symbols
Notation Description
G = 〈V,E〉 a road network with a set of
vertices V and a set of edges E
sp(vi, vj) the shortest path distance between
vertices vi and vj
R = {ri} a set of trip requests
C = {cj} a set of vehicles
ri = 〈t, s, e, w, , n〉 a trip request issued at time t with
source location s, destination loca-
tion e, maximum waiting time w,
maximum detour ratio  and n
number of passengers
ri.lp the latest pickup time of ri
ri.ld the latest dropoff time of ri
ri.wc the waiting circle of ri
ri.rd the detour ellipse of ri
cj .l the current location of cj
cj .S = {pk} the trip schedule of cj , consisting
of a sequence of locations
cj .u the capacity of cj
(pk−1, pk) the segment between pk−1 and pk
vd[k] the detour ellipse of (pk−1, pk)
it has not been assigned to any trip requests. Otherwise,
the vehicle is non-empty. Non-empty vehicles need to follow
their trip schedules to serve trip requests assigned to them.
2.2 Vehicle schedule
Trip schedule. The trip schedule of a vehicle ci, ci.S =
{p0, p1, p2, ..., pm}, is a sequence of source or destination lo-
cations (points on the road network) of trip requests, except
for p0 which records the current location of the vehicle, i.e.,
p0 = ci.l. We call a source or destination location on a trip
schedule a stop, and the path between every two adjacent
pk−1 and pk a segment, denoted as (pk−1, pk).
Example 2.2. Figure 2 shows an example trip schedule
for a vehicle. The current time is 9:00 am and the vehicle is
at l. There are two trip requests, r1 and r2, assigned to the
vehicle and the vehicle schedule is (l, r1.s, r2.s, r1.e, r2.e).
Trip schedule recorder. We follow a previous study [3]
and record the estimate arrival time, latest arrival time, and
slack time of ci.S with three arrays aar[], ddl[], and slk[]:
• Estimated arrival time arr[k] records the estimated
arrival time to stop pk via the trip schedule.
• Latest arrival time ddl[k] records the latest acceptable
arrival time at the stop pk. If pk is the pickup point of
a request rj , ddl[k] is the latest pickup time of rj , i.e.,
ddl[k] = rj .lp. If p
k is the drop-off point of rj , ddl[k]
is the latest drop-off time of rj , i.e., ddl[k] = rj .ld.
• Slack time slk[k] records the maximum extra travel
time allowed between (pk−1, pk) to satisfy the latest
arrival time of pk and all stops scheduled after pk. For
a stop pi, it only allows ddl[i]− arr[i] detour time be-
fore it to ensure its latest arrival time ddl[i]. A detour
between pk−1 and pk will not only affect the arrival
time of pk but also that of all stops scheduled after pk.
Therefore, a detour between pk−1 and pk must guaran-
tee the latest arrival time of pk and all stops scheduled
3min 5min 10min 8min
𝑝0 (l) 𝑝1 (r1.s) 𝑝2 (r2.s) 𝑝3 (r1.e) 𝑝4 (r2.e)
Figure 2: A vehicle schedule example at 9:00 am.
Table 2: The arrays of the trip schedule in Figure 2.
pk arr[k] ddl[k] ddl[k]− arr[k] slk[k]
p1 9:03 am 9:05 am 2 min 2 min
p2 9:08 am 9:12 am 4 min 4 min
p3 9:18 am 9:23 am 5 min 4 min
p4 9:26 am 9:30 am 4 min 4 min
after pk, i.e., slk[k] = min(ddl[i] − arr[i]), i = k, ..m.
slk[k] can be calculated by referring to slk[k + 1],
i.e., slk[k] = min{(ddl[k] − arr[k]), slk[k + 1]}. The
maximum allowed travel time between pk−1 and pk is
sp(pk−1, pk) + slk[k].
Example 2.3. The arrays of the trip schedule in Fig-
ure 2 are shown in Table 2. The estimated arrival time
of stops is calculated based on the arrival time of previous
stops and the shortest paths, e.g., arr[1]=9:00 am+3 min=
9:03 min, arr[2] =9:03 am+5 min= 9:08 min. The latest ar-
rival time of stops is determined by the corresponding trip
requests. The latest arrival time of p1 is the latest pickup
time of r1, i.e., ddl[1] = r1.lp=9:05 am. The latest arrival
time of p3 is the latest dropoff time of r1, i.e., ddl[3] =
r1.ld=9:23 am. ddl[k] − arr[k] represents the allowed de-
tour time before visiting pk to ensure ddl[k]. For exam-
ple, p1 allows 9:05 am-9:03 am=2 mins detour before it and
p2 allows 9:12 am-9:08 am =4 mins detour before it. slk[k]
records the minimum allowed detour time of pk and all stops
after pk. For example, a detour before p3 will not only
affect the arrival time of p3 but also that of p4. Thus,
slk[3] = min{5 min,4 min}=4 min.
Valid trip schedule. To form a valid trip schedule sat-
isfying the constrains of the trip requests, the following con-
straints need to be satisfied:
• Point order constraint: Trip schedule ci.S must visit
the pickup location rj .s before the drop-off location
rj .e, for any trip request rj assigned to vehicle ci.
• Time constraint. Trip schedule ci.S must meet the
service constraints for every trip request rj assigned
to vehicle ci, i.e., ri needs to be picked up before ri.lp
and be dropped off before ri.ld.
• Capacity constraint. At any time when ci is traveling
with trip schedule ci.S, the number of passengers in
the vehicle must be within the vehicle capacity.
Feasible match. Given a new trip request rn, matching
vehicle ci with rn (i.e., assigning ci to serve rn) is feasible
if adding rn into the trip schedule of ci yields a valid trip
schedule. Vehicle ci is then a feasible vehicle for rn.
Similar to previous studies [3],[11],[12], we assume the
source and destination of the new trip request are inserted
or appended to the current schedule of the matching vehicle.
2.3 Matching objective
Problem definition. Given a road network G, a set of
vehicles C, a set of trip requests R, and an optimization
objective O, we aim to match every request r ∈ R with a
feasible vehicle c ∈ C, such that the objective O is achieved.
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We examine a popular optimization objective, minimiz-
ing the total increased travel distance (time) [2],[4],[3],[5],[7].
Suppose that the total travel time of the trip schedules of
all vehicles is T before assigning trip requests in R and the
total travel time becomes T ′ after assigning feasible vehicles
in C to serve trip requests in R, our optimization objective
O is to minimize T ′ − T .
Minimizing the total increased distance for all trip re-
quests is NP-complete [2] and the future trip requests are
unknown in advance. A common solution is to take a greedy
strategy [2],[3],[12],[10] and minimize the increased travel
distance for each trip request. The trip requests are pro-
cessed ordering by their issue time. For every trip request,
we assign it with a feasible vehicle such that the increased
distance of the vehicle trip schedule is minimized.
2.4 Pruning and selection
We take a two-stage approach to solve the problem:
1. Pruning. Given a new trip request rn, the pruning
stage filters out infeasible vehicles and returns a set of
vehicle candidates C′ for a trip request.
2. Selection. Given a set of vehicle candidates C′, the
selection stage finds the optimal feasible vehicle in C′.
In what follows, we focus on developing algorithms for the
pruning stage. Observing that empty vehicles can be pruned
by applying existing spatial network algorithms [13],[14],[15],
[16], we distinguish non-empty vehicles and empty vehicles
and focus on pruning non-empty vehicles.
3. GEOMETRIC-BASED PRUNING
When a new trip request arrives, we find an optimal fea-
sible vehicle and add the source and destination of the new
trip request to the vehicle trip schedule. As discussed be-
fore, the trip schedule of the vehicle must satisfy the service
constraints of all trip requests assigned to it including the
new trip request. This is the basis of our pruning strategies.
There are two possibilities to add a stop into a trip sched-
ule, either inserting it into a segment of the schedule or ap-
pending it after the end stop of the schedule. For example,
to add a new stop p to the trip schedule shown in Figure 2,
we can either insert it to a segment to form a new sched-
ule such as (p0, p, p1, p2, p3, p4) or append it after the end
stop and the schedule becomes (p0, p1, p2, p3, p4, p). We call
a stop is added to a schedule if it is either inserted or ap-
pended to a schedule. We denote it is valid to add the new
stop after an existing stop in a trip schedule if the adding
still generates a valid trip schedule.
In what follows, we first detail the criteria to determine
whether adding the source or the destination of a new trip
request is valid based on constraints of existing trip requests
in the trip schedule and constraints of the new trip request,
respectively. Then, we summarize these criteria into three
pruning rules to prune non-empty vehicles.
3.1 Constraints based on existing trip requests
To ensure that the trip schedule of a vehicle is still valid
after adding a new stop, we need to examine the slack time
of the trip schedule. If inserting the new stop between a
segment does not incur a longer detour time than the slack
time of the segment, the insertion is valid.
Given a segment (pk−1, pk), if we insert a new stop p to it,
the path from pk−1 to pk becomes (pk−1, p, pk). The travel
time from pk−1 to pk is increased by sp(pk−1, p)+sp(p, pk)−
3min 5min 10min 8min
𝑝1 (r1.s) 𝑝2(r2.s) 𝑝3(r1.e) 𝑝4(r2.e)𝑝0 (l)
𝑝’𝑝∗
Figure 3: Detour ellipses of the trip schedule in Figure 2.
sp(pk−1, pk). According to the definition of slack time, this
increased travel time must be no larger than the slack time
slk[k] for a valid insertion.
The slack time limits the area that the vehicle can reach
between pk−1 and pk and we call such an area the reachable
area of the segment. A key observation of our work is that
such a reachable area can be bounded using an ellipse vd[k]
and we call the ellipse the detour ellipse of the segment.
Definition 1. The detour ellipse vd[k] of a segment (pk−1,
pk) is an ellipse with pk−1 and pk as its two focal points and
the maximum allowed travel time of the segment as its major
axis length vd[k].major:
vd[k].major = sp(pk−1, pk) + slk[k] (1)
= arr[k]− arr[k − 1] + slk[k] (2)
According to the definition of ellipses, if a point p is out-
side of the ellipse, the sum of the Euclidean distances from
p to the two focal points must be greater than vd[k].major,
which is the maximum allowed travel time of the segment
to ensure the latest arrival time of existing stops. Since
the road network distance is no larger than the Euclidean
distance, adding a stop outside of the ellipse will lead to a
longer travel time than the maximum allowed travel time
and thus violates the service constraint of existing requests.
Therefore, the detour ellipse vd[k] bounds any point the ve-
hicle can visit when traveling between pk−1 and pk.
Lemma 1. For a segment (pk−1, pk), if a point p is out-
side of vd[k], then it is invalid to insert p between (pk−1, pk).
Example 3.1. Figure 3 shows the detour ellipses of the
trip schedule illustrated in Figure 2. For the segment (p2, p3),
the slack time of the segment is 4 min, meaning that the vehi-
cle can take at most 4 min extra travel time. The maximum
allowed travel time from p2 to p3 is hence 10 min + 4 min
= 14 min. We make an ellipse with p2 and p3 as the two
focal points and the major axis length equals to 14 min, i.e.,
|p2p∗| + |p∗p3| = 14 min for a point p∗ on the ellipse. If a
point p′ is outside this ellipse, the travel time |p2p′|+ |p′p3|
in Euclidean space will be greater than 14 min. Traveling
on a road network through p′ would take at least this time,
which violates the service constraint of the trip schedule of
the vehicle. Thus, it is invalid to insert p′ between (p2, p3).
3.2 Constraints based on the new request
Next, we analyze the service constraints of the new trip
request, i.e., the waiting time constraint and the detour time
constraint.
Waiting time constraint. Recall that rn.w denotes the
maximum waiting time of a new trip request rn. We define
a waiting circle with rn.w.
4
rn.s rn.e
l1 l2
r
waiting circle detour ellipse
𝑝1(r1.s) 𝑝2(r2.s) 𝑝3(r1.e) 𝑝4(r2.e)𝑝0(𝑙)
Figure 4: Waiting circle and detour circle of rn, r = rn.w,
l1 + l2 = sp(rn.s, rn.e)× (1 + ).
Definition 2. The waiting circle of rn, denoted by rn.wc,
is a circle centered at the source rn.s of rn and with rn.w
as its radius.
The waiting circle bounds the area the vehicle can reach
before picking up rn to ensure the latest pickup time of rn.
Points outside of rn.wc have Euclidean distances (and hence
network distances) to rn.s greater than rn.w. If a vehicle is
scheduled to visit a point outside of rn.wc before reaching
rn.s, the vehicle cannot pickup rn before the latest pickup
time rn.lp and thus violates the waiting constraint of rn.
Lemma 2. If it is valid to add rn.s after a stop p
k in ci.S,
then pk and all stops scheduled before pk must be covered by
rn.wc.
Example 3.2. Figure 4 shows the waiting circle of a new
request rn. The source of rn, rn.s, can only be added after
the stops in the waiting circle rn.wc, i.e., p
0 or p1. If the
vehicle visits p2 (outside of the waiting circle) before rn.s, it
will not pick up rn before the latest pickup time of rn. Thus,
it is invalid to add rn.s after p
2 and all following stops of
p2, i.e., p3 and p4.
Detour constraint. Similar to the detour ellipse of a
segment in a trip schedule, we define a detour ellipse for a
new trip request rn.
Definition 3. The detour ellipse rn.rd of a new trip re-
quest rn is an ellipse with the source and the destination of
rn, i.e., rn.s and rn.e, as the two focal points and sp(rn.s, rn.e)
× (1 + ) as the major axis length rn.rd.major.
The detour ellipse of rn defines its detour constraint, i.e,
the ellipse restricts the area that a vehicle can visit while
serving rn. After picking up rn (reaching rn.s), if the vehicle
is scheduled to visit any stop outside of the detour ellipse of
rn, it will violate the detour time constraint of rn and not
be able to reach the destination rn.e before rn.ld.
Lemma 3. Let rn.s be added after stop p
s in the trip
schedule ci.S of a vehicle ci. If it is valid to add rn.e af-
ter pk in ci.S, then p
k and all stops scheduled between ps
and pk must be covered by rn.rd.
Example 3.3. The detour ellipse of rn is shown in Fig-
ure 4. If rn.s is added after p
0, then rn.e can only be added
after either p0 or stops inside of the detour ellipse, i.e., p1
and p2. Adding rn.e after later stops (e.g., p
3) will violate
the detour time constraint of rn.
3.3 Pruning Rules
There are three cases shown in Figure 5 when adding a
new trip request rn to the trip schedule ci.S of a vehicle ci:
1. insert-insert: insert rn.s into a segment of ci.S and
insert rn.e into the same or another segment of ci.S.
rn.s rn.e
p1 (r1.s)
rn.s rn.e
rn.s rn.e
p2 (r2.s) p4 (r2.e)p3 (r1.e)p0 (l)
p1 (r1.s) p2 (r2.s) p4 (r2.e)p3 (r1.e)p0 (l)
p1 (r1.s) p2 (r2.s) p4 (r2.e)p3 (r1.e)p0 (l)
(a) insert source and insert destination.
rn.s rn.e
p1 (r1.s)
rn.s rn.e
rn.s rn.e
p2 (r2.s) p4 (r2.e)p3 (r1.e)p0 (l)
p1 (r1.s) p2 (r2.s) p4 (r2.e)p3 (r1.e)p0 (l)
p1 (r1.s) p2 (r2.s) p4 (r2.e)p3 (r1.e)p0 (l)
(b) insert source and append destination.
rn.s rn.e
p1 (r1.s)
rn.s rn.e
rn.s rn.e
p2 (r2.s) p4 (r2.e)p3 (r1.e)p0 (l)
p1 (r1.s) p2 (r2.s) p4 (r2.e)p3 (r1.e)p0 (l)
p1 (r1.s) p2 (r2.s) p4 (r2.e)p3 (r1.e)p0 (l)
(c) append source and append destination.
Figure 5: Cases to add a new trip request to a trip schedule
rn.s
𝑝௞ିଵ 𝑝௞
𝑎
rn.e𝑏
𝑐
𝑑 𝑒
Figure 6: The special case of insert-insert.
2. insert-append: insert rn.s into a segment of ci.S and
append rn.e to the end of ci.S
3. append-append: append both rn.s and rn.e to the
end of ci.S.
We next analyze the conditions that ci needs to satisfy so
that adding rn to ci.S is valid for each case.
Insert-insert. Figure 5a illustrates the insert-insert case,
where both rn.s and rn.e are inserted into some segments of
the trip schedule ci.S. According to Lemma 2, a segment is
valid for inserting a stop only if the stop is inside the detour
ellipse of the segment. Therefore, both rn.s and rn.e must
be inside the detour ellipse of at least one segment of ci.S.
A special case is to insert both rn.s and rn.e to the same
segment of ci.S, as shown in Figure 6. In this case, both rn.s
and rn.e must be inside the detour ellipse of the segment.
Lemma 4. A segment (pk−1, pk) is valid to insert both
rn.s and rn.e only if rn.s and rn.e are both included in the
detour ellipse of the segment vd[k].
Proof. We use Figure 6 to help illustrate our proof,
where the Euclidean distances among the stops are repre-
sented by a, b, c, d, e, respectively. Suppose that (pk−1, pk)
is a valid segment to insert both rn.s and rn.e, and the trip
schedule becomes (pk−1, rn.s, rn.e, pk) after the insertion.
The distance increase due to this change of trip schedule
must satisfy the slack time constraint, i.e., sp(pk−1, rn.s) +
sp(rn.s, rn.e) + sp(rn.e, p
k)− sp(pk−1, pk) ≤ slk[k]. Consid-
ering that the Euclidean distance between two stops is no
larger than their road network distance, we have a+ b+ c−
sp(pk−1, pk) ≤ sp(pk−1, rn.s)+sp(rn.s, rn.e)+sp(rn.e, pk)−
sp(pk−1, pk) ≤ slk[k]. Therefore, a+ b+ c ≤ sp(pk−1, pk) +
slk[k] = vd[k].major. According to the triangle inequality,
e < b + c. Therefore, a + e < a + b + c ≤ vd[k].major.
The sum Euclidean distance from rn.s to p
k−1 and pk is
thus smaller than the length of the major axis and rn.s
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must be inside vd[k]. Similarly, d < a + b, and hence,
d + c < a + b + c ≤ vd[k].major, which means that rn.e
must be inside vd[k].
The pruning rule for the insert-insert case is as follows:
Lemma 5. A vehicle ci may be matched with rn in the
insert-insert case only if it satisfies the following:
• there exists a segment of ci.S with the detour ellipse
covers rn.s, i.e., rn.s ∈ vd[k], k = 1, ...,m; and
• there exists a segment of ci.S with the detour ellipse
covers rn.e, i.e., rn.e ∈ vd[k], k = 1, ...,m.
Insert-append. Figure 5b illustrates the insert-append
case. According to Lemma 1, to insert rn.s validly, there
must be a segment in the trip schedule of ci that has a
detour ellipse covering rn.s. Meanwhile, any stop between
rn.s and rn.e needs to be covered by the detour ellipse of rn,
as specified by the detour constraint of rn (see Lemma 3).
Checking all the stops between rn.s and rn.e to be inside
the detour ellipse of rn is non-trivial, especially when there
are many such stops. For fast pruning, we only check the
ending stop of the current trip schedule: if the ending stop is
outside of the detour ellipse of rn, it is invalid for appending
rn.e afterward. Take Figure 5b as an example, we only check
if p4 is inside the detour ellipse of rn. If not, we cannot add
rn to the vehicle in the insert-append case. The simplified
rule may bring infeasible vehicles after pruning with this
case. However, the number of such infeasible vehicles is
relatively small and can be further checked with the time
constraint, which is explained in the next paragraphs. The
pruning rule for the insert-append case is as follows:
Lemma 6. A vehicle ci may be matched with rn in the
insert-append case only if it satisfies the following:
• there exists a segment of ci.S with the detour ellipse
covers rn.s, i.e., rn.s ∈ vd[k], k = 1, ...,m; and
• the ending stop of the vehicle schedule, pm, is covered
by the detour ellipse of rn, i.e., p
m ∈ rn.rd.
Append-append. Figure 5c illustrates the append-append
case, where we append both rn.s and rn.e to the end of the
trip schedule. In this case, rn will not affect any exiting
stops. Only the service constraints of rn need to be con-
sidered. Furthermore, no stop is scheduled between rn.s
and rn.e, and hence the detour constraint of rn is satisfied
already. The only constraint to check is the waiting time
constraint of rn. According to Lemma 2, all stops sched-
uled before rn.s must be covered by the waiting circle of
rn. For example, in Figure 5c, the vehicle needs to visit
p0, p1, p2, p3, p4 before picking up rn.s. Therefore, all these
stops should be covered by the waiting circle of rn. Similar
to the insert-append case, we only check the ending stop.
The pruning rule for this case is summarized as follows:
Lemma 7. A vehicle ci may be matched with rn in the
append-append case only if the ending stop of its trip sched-
ule, pm, is covered by the waiting circle of rn, i.e., p
m ∈
rn.rd.
Discussion. Note that the pruning conditions specified
in the three lemmas above are necessary but not sufficient.
A vehicle that does not satisfy any of these conditions must
be infeasible to match with the new trip request rn because
it is invalid to add the new trip request to the vehicle trip
schedule with any case. On the other hand, a remaining
vehicle may still be infeasible to match with rn due to the
estimation of the reachable areas and the simplified checking
rules. Thus, the pruning results are guaranteed to return all
feasible vehicles but may also return infeasible vehicles (i.e.,
false positives). In our implementation, we use minimum
bounding rectangles (MBRs) to represent ellipses and circles
as they are easier to operate on and the unreachable areas
included in the MBRs are reasonably small.
3.4 Applying the Pruning Rules
When a new trip request rn arrives, we first compute the
waiting circle and the detour ellipse of rn. Then, we compute
a set of vehicle candidates that may match rn based on the
pruning rules above (Lemma 5,6,7).
To facilitate the pruning, we compute sets of vehicles that:
1. have trip schedule segments with detour ellipses that
cover rn.s (for the insert-insert and insert-append cases);
2. have trip schedule segments with detour ellipses that
cover rn.e (for the insert-insert case);
3. have the ending stop of the trip schedule covered by
rn.wc (for the append-append case);
4. have the ending stop of the trip schedule covered by
rn.rd (for the insert-append case).
To find vehicles that satisfy a pruning rule, we just need
to join the relevant sets of vehicles computed above. For
example, vehicles that may satisfy the insert-insert case are
those in both the first and the second sets above.
R-tree based pruning. We build two R-trees [17],[18]
to accelerate the computation process. One R-tree stores the
detour ellipses of all segments for all vehicle trip schedules,
denoted by Tseg; the other R-tree stores the location of the
ending stops of all non-empty vehicles, denoted as Tend. We
run four queries on the two R-trees:
1. Q1 = Tseg.pointQuery(rn.s) is a point query that re-
turns all segments whose detour ellipses cover rn.s;
each segment returned may be used to insert rn.s.
2. Q2 = Tseg.pointQuery(rn.e) is a point query that re-
turns all segments whose detour ellipses cover rn.e;
each segment returned may be used to insert rn.e.
3. Q3 = Tend.rangeQuery(rn.wc) is a range query that
returns all ending stops covered by rn.wc; each ending
stop returned may be used to append rn.s and rn.e.
4. Q4 = Tend.rangeQuery(rn.rd) is a range query that
returns all ending stops covered by rn.rd; each ending
stop returned may be used to append rn.e.
The returned segments and ending stops are further pruned
based on their time and capacity constraints. Specifically,
for each segment (pk−1, pk) returned for inserting rn.s (rn.e),
we check whether the insertion violates the latest arrival
time of pk and rn.s (rn.e) as follows. The schedule between
(pk−1, pk) becomes (pk−1, rn.s(rn.e), pk) after the insertion.
For the new schedule, the arrival time of rn.s (rn.e) and p
k
is estimated as the arrival time of pk−1 plus their shortest
path time. If the estimated arrival time of rn.s (rn.e) or p
k
exceeds their latest arrival time rn.lp (rn.ld) and ddl[k], the
segment is still invalid and hence discarded. For each ending
stop (pm) returned for appending rn.s (rn.e), we estimate
the arrival time of rn.s (rn.e) with the appended schedule
by summing up the estimated arrival time of the end stop
pm and the shortest path time from pm to rn.s (rn.e). If the
estimated time exceeds the latest arrival time of rn.s (rn.e),
we also discard the ending stop. Besides the time constraint,
we also check the capacity constraint for segments to insert
rn.s. If a segment (p
k−1, pk) is returned for inserting rn.s,
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we sum up the number of passengers carried in (pk−1, pk)
and that of rn. The segment is discarded if the sum number
of passengers exceeds the vehicle capacity.
Let the sets of vehicles corresponding to the segments and
ending stops returned by the four queries above (after filter-
ing) be O1, O2, O3 and O4, respectively. The set of vehicles
satisfying the insert-insert case is F1 = O1 ∩O2. The set of
vehicles satisfying the insert-append case is F2 = O1 ∩ O4.
The set of vehicles satisfying the append-append case is
F3 = O3. The union of these three sets, F = F1 ∪ F2 ∪ F3,
is returned as the candidate vehicles.
Processing empty vehicles. Empty vehicles do not
have designated trip schedules yet. We only need to check
whether they are in the waiting circle of the new trip request
to filter them. This can be done by a range query over all
empty vehicles using the waiting circle as the query range
(e.g., using an existing algorithm [16],[15],[14]).
Since our objective is to minimize the system-wide travel
time, the optimal empty vehicle is just the nearest one. We
thus take a step further and directly compute the optimal
empty vehicle with a network nearest neighbor algorithm
named IER [16] in our experimental study. This algorithm
has been shown to be highly efficient [14], although other
network nearest neighbor algorithms may apply as well.
4. THE GEOPRUNE ALGORITHM
Next, we describe our algorithms to handle pruning using
the pruning rules described in the previous section, including
pruning, match update, and move update algorithms.
Algorithm 1: Prune non-empty vehicles
Input: A new trip requests rn
Output: a set of possible vehicles for rn
1 rn.wc = the waiting circle of rn
2 rn.rd = the detour ellipse of rn
3 Q1 ← Tseg.pointQuery(rn.s)
4 Q2 ← Tseg.pointQuery(rn.e)
5 Q3 ← Tend.rangeQuery(rn.wc)
6 Q4 ← Tend.rangeQuery(rn.rd)
7 for an element in Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 do
8 if the time or capacity constraint is violated then
9 remove the element
10 Record the corresponding vehicles of the remaining
elements in Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4 in O1, O2, O3 and O4.
11 F, F1, F2, F3 ← ∅
12 F1 ← O1 ∩O2 // insert-insert case
13 F2 ← O1 ∩O4 // insert-append case
14 F3 ← O3 // append-append case
15 F ← F1 ∪ F2 ∪ F3
16 return F
Pruning. Algorithm 1 summarizes the pruning algo-
rithm. For every new trip request rn, we first compute the
waiting circle and the detour ellipse for rn (line 1 to line
2). Then, we apply four queries to compute four sets Q1,
Q2, Q3, and Q4 as described in Section 3.4 (line 3 to line
6). Each segment and ending stop returned by the queries
is checked against the capacity and time constraints as de-
scribed in Section 3.4 (line 7 to line 9), and the vehicles
corresponding to the remaining segments and ending stops
are fetched (line 11 to line 15).
Match update. If a new trip request rn is matched
with a vehicle ci, we need to update the data structures,
as summarized in Algorithm 2. If ci is an empty vehicle,
the vehicle now becomes occupied. We remove the vehicle
from an R-tree denoted by Tev that stores the empty vehicles
for fast nearest empty vehicle computation (line 1 to line 2).
Otherwise, we first remove the segments and the ending stop
of ci from the two R-trees Tseg and Tend (line 4 to line 6).
Then, we add the new trip request to the trip schedule of the
matched vehicle ci (line 7). Based on the updated vehicle
schedule, we recompute the detour ellipses of the segments
in the trip schedule of ci. These detour ellipses are inserted
into Tseg (line 8 to line 10). The new ending stop is also
inserted into Tend (line 11).
Algorithm 2: Update index - match
Input: A new trip requests rn and the matched vehicle
ci
1 if ci empty then
2 Tev.remove(ci)
3 else
4 for segment in the trip schedule of ci do
5 remove the ellipse of segment from Tseg
6 Tend.remove(ending stop of ci)
7 add rn.s and rn.e to the trip schedule of ci
8 for segment in the trip schedule of ci do
9 compute the detour ellipse of segment
10 insert the ellipse of segment into Tseg
11 Tend.insert(the end stop of ci)
Move update. We also update the data structures when
the vehicles move. Algorithm 3 summarizes this update
procedure. At every time point, we check if a vehicle has
reached a stop in its trip schedule. If yes, the segments be-
fore the reached stop become obsolete and the correspond-
ing detour ellipses are removed from Tseq (line 1 to line 3).
When the vehicle reaches its ending stop, the vehicle be-
comes empty. We remove it from Tend and insert it into Tev
(line 4 to line 6).
Algorithm 3: Update index - move
Input: A moving vehicle ci
1 P ← obsolete segments of ci
2 for p ∈ P do
3 Tseg.remove(p)
4 if ci reaches the ending stop then
5 Tend.remove(ending stop of ci)
6 Tev.insert(ci)
4.1 Algorithm Complexity
Pruning. It takes O(1) time to compute the waiting
circle and the detour ellipse of a new request. There are
at most |u||C| MBRs in Tseg and |C| entries in Tend. Re-
call that |u| is the vehicle capacity, which is usually limited
within a constant number, and C is the set of vehicles. The
point query on Tseg returns at most |u||C| results and hence
the complexity is O(
√|u||C|+ |u||C|) [18][19]. At most |C|
results will be returned from the range query on Tend and
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Table 3: Datasets
Name # vertices # edges # requests
NYC 166,296 405,460 448,128
CD 254,423 467,773 259,343
the complexity is O(
√|C| + |C|). The time complexity of
the queries on R-trees is thus O(
√|u||C|+ |u||C|). Checking
the time and capacity constraints of returned segments and
end stops takes O(|u||C|+ |C|) time. It takes O(|u||C|+ |C|)
to retrieve the corresponding vehicles and at most |C| ve-
hicles will be returned in each set after O(|u||C|log(|u||C|))
sorting. The set intersection hence has O(|C|) time com-
plexity [20]. Therefore the overall time complexity of the
pruning algorithm is O(
√|u||C|+ |u||C|log(|u||C|)).
Update. When a new trip request is assigned to a ve-
hicle ci, it takes O(log |C|) time to delete ci from Tev if
ci was empty, O(|u| log(|u||C|)) to remove invalid segments
from Tseg, and O(log |C|) to remove the obsolete record
in Tend [18][19]. For the new schedule of ci, there are at
most |u| new segments. It thus takes at most O(|u|) to
calculate the new detour ellipses for these new segments
and O(|u| log2(|u||C|)) to insert the ellipses to Tseg [18][19].
Therefore, the overall update cost for a newly assigned re-
quest is O(|u| log2(|u||C|).
When a vehicle moves, the number of obsolete scheduled
stops is at most |u|. Therefore, the time to remove obsolete
vehicle ellipses from Tseg is O(|u| log(|u||C|)). At most |C|
vehicles change their status while moving, hence the time to
update Tend and Tev is at most O(|C|log2|C|). Therefore,
the overall update cost for moving all vehicles in a time slot
is O(|u| log(|u||C|) + |C|log2|C|).
5. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we study the empirical performance of
our GeoPrune algorithm and compare it with state-of-the-
art pruning algorithms. All algorithms are implemented in
C++ and run on a 64-bit virtual node with a 2.3 GHz CPU
and 32 GB memory from an academic computing cloud
(Nectar [21]) running on OpenStack. The shortest paths
are computed by a shortest path algorithm on road net-
works [22].
5.1 Experimental Setup
Dataset. We perform the experiments on real-world road
network datasets, New York City (NYC) and Chengdu (CD,
a capital city in China). These two road networks are ex-
tracted from OpenStreetMap [23]. We transform the co-
ordinates to Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordi-
nates to support pruning that based on Euclidean distance.
We use real-world taxi request data on the two road net-
works [24][25] and preprocess to remove unrealistic trip re-
quests, i.e., duration time less than 10 seconds or longer
than 6 hours. There are 448,128 taxi requests (April 09,
2016) for NYC and 259,423 (November 18, 2016) taxi re-
quests for Chengdu. Every taxi request consists of a source
location, a destination location and an issue time. We map
the source and destination locations to their respective near-
est vertices in the road network. Similar to previous related
studies [10][5], we assume the number of passengers to be
one for every request.
Implementations. We run simulations following the
settings of previous studies [3],[5]. The initial positions of
Table 4: Experiment parameters
Parameters Values Default
Number of vehicles 210 to 216 212
Capacity 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 4
Waiting time (min) 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 4
Detour ratio 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 0.2
Number of requests 20k, 40k, 60k,
80k, 100k
60k
Frequency of requests
(# requests/second)
1 to 10 refer to
table 3
vehicles are randomly selected from the road network ver-
tices. Non-empty vehicles move on the road network follow-
ing their trip schedules while empty vehicles stay at their last
drop-off location until they are committed to new trip re-
quests. Similar to previous studies [5],[10], we use a constant
travel speed for all edges in the road network (48km/h). For
the selection step, we apply the state-of-the-art insertion
algorithm [3] to minimize the total travel distance for all
methods compared. More details of this algorithm are pre-
sented in Section 6. If no satisfying vehicle is found for a new
trip request, even though our proposed GeoPrune algorithm
can still assign it to the nearest empty vehicle, we assume
the trip request will be ignored in all implemented methods
considering the consistency with the baseline methods.
Table 4 summarizes the parameters used in our experi-
ments. By default, we simulate ride-sharing on 213 vehicles
and 60,000 trip requests with a capacity of 4 for each vehi-
cle, and the maximum waiting time and the detour ratio are
4 min and 0.2, respectively.
Baselines. We compare GeoPrune against the following
state-of-the-art pruning algorithms. More details on Tshare
and Xhare are provided in Section 6.
• GreedyGrids [3]. This algorithm retrieves all vehi-
cles that are currently in the nearby grid cells.
• Tshare [2]. This is the single-side search algorithm of
Tshare [2]. The grid cell lengths of both GreedyGrids
and Tshare are set as 1 km.
• Xhare [4]. This algorithm only checks the non-empty
vehicles. To make it applicable for finding empty vehi-
cles, we prune empty vehicles in Xhare using the same
algorithm applied in our method (see Section 3.4). We
optimize the update process by precomputing the pair-
wise distance between clusters. The landmark size is
set as 16,000 for NYC and 23,000 for Chengdu and the
grid cell length is set as 50 m. The maximum distance
between landmarks in a cluster is set as 2 km.
Metrics. We measure and report the following metrics.
• Number of remaining vehicles – the number of remain-
ing candidate vehicles after the pruning. Note that
GeoPrune prunes empty vehicles and non-empty vehi-
cles separately with different criteria and such a scheme
is applied on Xhare to make it applicable. Greedy-
Grids and Tshare, however, process the two types of
vehicles together and return both types in their prun-
ing results. For consistency, we only compare the num-
ber of remaining non-empty vehicles.
• Match time – the total running time of the matching
process, including both pruning and selection time.
• Overall update time – the overall match update and
move update time.
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Figure 7: Vary number of vehicles.
• Memory consumption – the memory cost of the data
structures of an algorithm.
5.2 Experimental Results
5.2.1 Effect of the Number of Vehicles
Figure 7 shows the experimental results when varying the
number of vehicles. We can observe that the number of re-
maining candidate vehicles of GeoPrune is only 3% to 10% of
that returned by the state-of-the-art algorithms. For exam-
ple, when the number of vehicles is 213, the average number
of candidates of GeoPrune is only 7 on the NYC dataset,
while the other algorithms return 65 ∼ 189 candidates per
request. GreedyGrids returns the largest set of candidates as
it simply retrieves all vehicles in the nearby grid cells, among
which only a few are feasible. Tshare and Xhare find fewer
candidates than GreedyGrids. However, they may have false
negatives due to their approximate distance measurement.
The number of remaining vehicles largely affects the run-
ning time of the selection stage and the overall match time.
As shown in Figure 7c and Figure 7d, GeoPrune reduces
the overall match time by 77% to 95% on the NYC dataset
and up to 93% on the Chengdu dataset. Tshare achieves
a comparable match time with GeoPrune on the Chengdu
dataset when the number of vehicles is small as few vehicles
are located in each cell in Chengdu. All algorithms exhibit
longer pruning time when the number of vehicles increases
as more vehicles will be returned as candidates. When the
number of vehicles is 216, GeoPrune outperforms the state-
of-the-arts by more than a factor of 4, showing that it scales
better with the increase in the number of vehicles.
In terms of the update cost, GeoPrune is two to three
orders of magnitude faster than the other algorithms as
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Figure 8: Vary capacity.
demonstrated in Figure 7e and Figure 7f. This improvement
is because it mainly relies on circles and ellipses to prune ve-
hicles while other algorithms require real-time maintenance
of indices over the road networks.
5.2.2 Effect of the Capacity of Vehicles
Figure 8 illustrates the algorithm performance when vary-
ing the capacity of vehicles. GeoPrune outperforms other
state-of-the-arts in all capacity settings on NYC dataset
and shows comparable match time with Tshare on Chengdu
dataset. As shown in Figure 8c and Figure 8d, the number
of remaining vehicles and the overall match time keep sta-
ble when the vehicle capacity varies on both road networks.
This may be caused by the limited shareability between trip
requests under the parameter settings. For example, when
the capacity is 2, GeoPrune finds 4 candidates for every trip
request on average on NYC dataset and this number only
increases to 16 when the capacity becomes 10.
The update cost of algorithms when varying the capacity
of vehicles is shown in Figure 8e and Figure 8f. The overall
update cost of GeoPrune is again observed to be two to
three orders of magnitude faster than other algorithms. The
reason that the overall update cost is barely affected by the
vehicle capacity is the stable length of the vehicle schedule,
which keeps almost the same due to the limited shareability
between requests and the low capacity (at most 10).
5.2.3 Effect of the Maximum Waiting Time
Figure 9 shows the experimental results when varying the
maximum waiting time of trip requests. All algorithms are
observed to have longer match time with the increasing wait-
ing time because of more returned candidates. Increasing
the waiting time of requests leads to more possibilities for
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Figure 9: Vary waiting time.
requests to share with each other and thus results in more
candidates. GeoPrune again shows better pruning perfor-
mance compared to the state-of-the-arts in almost all cases.
Tshare takes less matching time than GeoPrune when the
waiting time is 2 min on Chengdu dataset. However, it shows
a continuous increase when the waiting time increases and
becomes five times slower than GeoPrune when the waiting
time is 10 min. This is because Tshare considers the waiting
time as a critical indicator of how many nearby grid cells
to explore. When the waiting time is long, Tshare needs to
check more grid cells and thus takes longer match time.
Figure 9e and Figure 9f show the update cost as a function
of the waiting time increase. The update cost of all algo-
rithms increases with the larger waiting time because the
schedule of vehicles becomes longer when more requests can
be shared. When a new trip request is matched to a vehicle,
the longer vehicle schedule takes more time to recalculate
the reachable area of the vehicle. Besides, it takes higher
update cost when vehicles are moving in the street due to
more frequent visiting of scheduled stops. Still, GeoPrune is
two to three orders of magnitude faster when considering the
update cost compared to the state-of-the-art approaches.
5.2.4 Effect of the Detour Ratio
Figure 10 shows the sensitivity analysis of the detour ra-
tio value. Again, GeoPrune prunes more infeasible vehicles
than other state-of-the-art algorithms on both datasets. The
match time of GeoPrune is three to ten times faster than
other state-of-the-arts on NYC dataset and comparable with
Tshare on Chengdu dataset. Similar to varying the capac-
ity, the number of remaining vehicles of all algorithms keeps
almost stable with different detour ratio, which may also be
caused by the limited shareability. When the detour ratio
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Figure 10: Vary detour ratio.
changes from 0.2 to 0.8 (i.e. 20% - 80%), the number of re-
maining vehicles returned by GeoPrune only increases from
7 to 10 in NYC dataset and 13 to 18 in Chengdu dataset.
Due to the limited shareability between trip requests, the
length of vehicle schedules keeps almost the same for all
detour ratios and hence the update cost remains stable (and
three orders of magnitude smaller for GeoPrune).
5.2.5 Effect of the Number of Trip Requests
Figure 11 shows the experimental results when the num-
ber of requests varies. Interestingly, the performance of
algorithms shows different behavior on the datasets when
varying the number of trip requests. When the number of
requests changes from 20 k to 100 k, the average number of
candidates returned by GeoPrune for each request decreases
from 6 to 2 on the NYC dataset but increases from 4 to 8 on
the Chengdu dataset, meaning that the shareability between
trip requests decreases on the NYC dataset while increases
on the Chengdu dataset. The trend of overall match time
is consistent with that of the number of remaining vehicles
over the two road networks, which again validates that the
overall match time is largely affected by the number of re-
maining vehicles returned by the pruning algorithms.
More trip requests correspond to longer simulation time
and increase the total cost of maintaining moving vehicles
(with GeoPrune still being two to three orders of magni-
tude cheaper in terms of update cost). For example, 20k
in Chengdu dataset corresponds to requests recorded in 7.6
hours and 100k represents requests in 13.1 hours.
5.2.6 Effect of the Trip Request Frequency
Figure 12 show the scalability of algorithms with the fre-
quency of trip requests varying from 1 to 10 requests per
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Figure 11: Vary number of requests.
Table 5: Memory consumption (MB) (# vehicles = 213).
GreedyGrids Tshare Xhare GeoPrune
NYC 0.38 100.21 74.77 6.49
Chengdu 1.67 9965.28 929.375 6.41
second over 3 hours. Note that the frequencies of the origi-
nal NYC and Chengdu datasets are 5.19 and 3 requests per
second respectively. To generate trip requests less frequent
than the original datasets, we uniformly sample trip re-
quests from the original datasets. As for more frequent trip
requests, we extract a certain number of trip requests ac-
cording to the frequency, e.g., 10800*7=75600 trip requests
when the frequency is chosen to be 7. We then uniformly
distribute the request issue time over 3 hours.
All state-of-the-art algorithms are observed to return more
candidate vehicles when the frequency increases while Geo-
Prune keeps almost stable. This shows that GeoPrune pro-
vides tighter pruning and is more scalable to highly dynamic
scenarios. The overall matching time of GeoPrune consis-
tently outperforms state-of-the-arts in almost all cases. The
update cost of all algorithms grows with higher frequency
due to more frequent updates however GeoPrune outper-
forms other algorithms by two to three orders of magnitude.
5.2.7 Memory Consumption
Table 5 illustrates the maximum memory usage of the al-
gorithms under the default setting. All state-of-the-arts con-
sume larger size of memory on the Chengdu road network
while GeoPrune keeps stable. The reason is that Chengdu’s
road network is larger than NYC and all state-of-the-arts re-
quire maintaining an index over the road network, which is
hence largely affected by the size of the network. For exam-
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Figure 12: Vary frequency of requests.
ple, the grid size of Tshare in NYC is 46*46 but increases
to 174*174 in Chengdu. GeoPrune, however, only main-
tains several R-trees and thus is less affected by the road
network size. GreedyGrids has the least memory cost as it
only records a list of in-grid vehicles for each grid. The other
two algorithms, Tshare and Xhare take much more memory
than GeoPrune due to the large road network index.
5.2.8 Cost Breakdown of Algorithm Steps
Figure 13 compares the cost of different phases in the
match process and update process when varying the num-
ber of trip requests on NYC dataset. Figure 13a shows the
cost of the pruning algorithms while Figure 13b shows the
selection cost based on the pruning results. GeoPrune takes
slightly longer time for pruning than Tshare and Xhare but
can reduce the running cost for the selection step by more
than a factor of 10 due to the fewer remaining vehicles. The
selection time of algorithms (Figure 13b) is consistent of
the number of remaining vehicles (Figure 11a), which again
demonstrates that the computation cost of the selection step
is largely affected by the number of remaining vehicles.
Figure 13c shows the update cost when a new trip request
is assigned to a vehicle. GeoPrune takes slightly longer time
than GreedyGrids to update the R-trees. Xhare and Tshare,
however, need much longer time than GeoPrune to update
because they need to explore the space to update the pass-
through and reachable areas of the matched vehicle while
GeoPrune can quickly bound the reachable areas by ellipses.
Figure 13d compares the update cost when vehicles are
moving in the street, GreedyGrids is two orders of magni-
tude slower than the other three algorithms because it needs
to track the located grid cells of continuously moving vehi-
cles.
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Figure 13: The cost breakdown of algorithm steps.
6. RELATED WORK
Dynamic ride-sharing matching has been studied with dif-
ferent optimization goals and constraints [26],[27],[28],[29],[30],
[31]. A commonly used optimization goal is to minimize the
total travel cost of vehicles [2],[3],[4],[5],[7]. A few other
studies aim to provide a better service experience to users:
Cheng et al. [11] consider factors such as common-interest
between sharing passengers and maximize the overall sat-
isfaction of passengers. Zhang et al. [6] maximize the suc-
cess rate of matching requests so that the passengers have a
higher chance to be served. Xu et al. [12] minimize the maxi-
mum serving time of passengers, i.e., the time from a request
is issued to the passenger is dropped off. Duan et al. [32] per-
sonalize ride-sharing services considering users’ preferences
on the time and price. Cao et al. [33] and Chen et al. [10]
find multiple vehicles for requests with different prices and
pickup times. There are also studies that aim to maximize
the overall profit of the ride-sharing platform [8],[9],[34]. Re-
gardless of the specific optimization goal, a common need in
these problems is to efficiently filter out infeasible vehicles
that violate the service constraints, such that computing the
optimal vehicles from the remaining ones can be done with
lower costs. Our study aims to address this need.
We discuss the studies that aim to minimize the total
travel cost in more details since we use this optimization
goal to examine our pruning algorithm. Huang et al. [5]
maintain a kinetic tree for each vehicle to record all possible
routes instead of a single optimal route. Our GeoPrune al-
gorithm can be easily integrated into their setting by com-
puting the detour ellipses of all recorded possible routes.
Alonso et al. [7] assign requests to vehicles in batches. They
first compute the shareability between requests and vehicles
and then construct a graph to connect shareable requests
and vehicles. Their shareability computation requires ex-
haustive check on all possibilities, which can be streamlined
by applying our GeoPrune algorithm. The state-of-the-art
selection algorithm [3] for minimizing the total vehicle travel
time works as follows. The algorithm first filters infeasible
vehicles by checking whether inserting the new request to the
vehicle schedules is valid based on the Euclidean distance.
After filtering, the algorithm ranks all remaining vehicles
using the increased distance calculated from the Euclidean
distance insertions and sequentially check these remaining
vehicles using road network distances. Although this algo-
rithm has a pruning step, our GeoPrune algorithm can be
applied before it to reduce the number of vehicles for indi-
vidual checking and further improve the matching efficiency.
Next, we discuss existing algorithms for pruning infeasi-
ble vehicles – Tshare [2] and Xhare [4]. Tshare [2] parti-
tions the space into equi-sized grid cells. It computes and
stores the grid cells that overlap the route of every vehi-
cle. When a trip request arrives, Tshare returns vehicles
who are scheduled to enter the nearby grid cells of the re-
quest within certain time constraints as candidate vehicles.
Tshare estimates the distance between two objects (e.g., a
request and a vehicle) using the distance between the centers
of their corresponding cells. Such an approximation may
miss feasible vehicles that are close to the boundary of two
adjacent cells. The geometric objects applied in GeoPrune,
in comparison, bound the reachable areas and provide ac-
curacy guarantee. All feasible vehicles are guaranteed to
be returned by GeoPrune. Another limitation of Tshare is
its large precomputation cost. For every grid cell, Tshare
stores its distance to all other grid cells, which may have
a high memory cost and is not scalable to large networks.
Moreover, Tshare needs to maintain the pass-through grid
cells of vehicles in real-time, which is costly for highly dy-
namic scenarios. Xhare [4] partitions the road network into
three levels: grid cells, landmarks, and clusters. The space
is divided into several small grid cells and each vertex is
associated with its enclosing grid cells. A set of vertices
are selected as landmarks, and a grid cell is associated with
its nearest landmark. The landmarks are further clustered.
For every vehicle, Xhare estimates its reachable clusters that
satisfy the detour constraint. When a new request arrives,
Xhare locates the clusters to which the requested source and
destination belongs. Xhare then retrieves vehicles reachable
to these clusters. Similar to Tshare, Xhare is an approxi-
mate approach, and its index structure has a high memory
cost for large networks. Moreover, Xhare assumes vehicles
with pre-defined routes, and new requests can only be served
on the way of these routes. Hence, it only considers matches
with the insert-insert case but may fail to find matches for
the insert-append or append-append cases. Besides, Xhare
computes and stores reachable clusters by enumerating all
clusters, which is expensive to compute and update. In com-
parison, our GeoPrune algorithm can quickly bound the
reachable areas using ellipses and index these areas using
R-trees, which saves computation and update costs.
7. CONCLUSIONS
We studied a crucial stage in the dynamic ride-sharing
matching problem – the pruning stage. We proposed an
efficient algorithm named GeoPrune to prune infeasible ve-
hicles to serve a new trip request. GeoPrune is applicable
to various optimization goals. It applies geometric objects
to bound the areas that vehicles can visit without violating
the service constraints of passengers. The geometric objects
are simple to compute and further indexed using efficient
data structures, which makes GeoPrune highly efficient and
scalable. The experiments on real-world datasets confirm
the advantages of GeoPrune in pruning effectiveness and
matching efficiency. In the future, it is worth exploring the
advantages of GeoPrune in other ride-sharing settings or to
other spatial crowd-sourcing problems.
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